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INTRODUCTION: A central tenet of the clonal
selection theory (CST), the current cornerstone
of adaptive immunity, states that naïve T cells
are selected on the basis of specificity to anti-
gen and that the rest of the repertoire remains
agnostic to antigen challenge. However, CST
andmore recent paradigmshavenot considered
theneed for negative regulatory signals tomain-
tain quiescence of the unselected T cells as a
pivotal aspect ofmaintaining clonal selection.
Silencing of naïve T cells, or tolerance, also
becomes critical upon encounter with self-
antigen, whereby self-reactive clones cannot
be allowed to develop effector function. These
events are known to be interrelated because
the loss of quiescence precipitates a loss in
tolerance.

RATIONALE: V-type immunoglobulin domain-
containingsuppressorof Tcell activation (VISTA)

is an inhibitory receptor expressed on naïve
T lymphocytes, and genetic deletion of VISTA cul-
minates inT cell–mediatedautoimmunity.Unlike
other negative checkpoint regulators identified
todate, VISTA is expressed onnaïveT cells, which
led us to investigate its function inmaintaining
naïve T cell quiescence and tolerance.

RESULTS: Using a combination of single-cell
RNA sequencing and single-cell ATAC sequenc-
ing technologies coupled with in vivo analyses,
we investigated the cell-state phenotype of naïve
CD4+ (CD44lo CD62Lhi) T cells inmice and found
multiple T cell subpopulations exist within a
surprisingly heterogeneous naïve T cell com-
partment. The vast majority of cells display a
quiescent phenotype. However, there were
subsets expressing less quiescent, memory-
like features, a cluster with a high interferon-I
(IFN-I) response signature, and a population

with higher early T cell receptor (TCR) sig-
naling genes. We show that genetic deletion
of VISTA results in a major redistribution of
the naïve T cell subsets with the notable re-
duction of the quiescent subset and the en-
hanced presence of a memory-like activated
T cell subset. In the absence of intrinsic VISTA
expression, naïve T cells were more epige-

netically and transcrip-
tionally primed toward
stronger responses to TCR
and cytokine stimulation,
providing a rationale for
the enhancement of CD44hi

CD4+memory-like T cells
observed in the absence of VISTA. As a con-
sequence of reduced quiescence within the
naïve T cell compartment, these naïve T cells
were less susceptible to tolerance induction.
Genetic deletion or antibody blockade of VISTA
resulted in significant expansion and reduced
toleranceof antigen-specific T cells. These effects
were abolished under inflammatory conditions
where VISTA expression on antigen-specific
T cells was reduced. By contrast, agonistic
engagement of VISTA and antigen exposure
increased tolerance induction by enhancing
the death anddeletion of antigen-specific T cells.
Tolerogenic death induced by anti-VISTA was
demonstrated in a model of acute graft-versus-
host disease (GVHD), whereby deletion of donor
host reactive T cells resulted in a pronounced
therapeutic benefit and long-term survival. The
gene signature of VISTA−/− T cells overlapped
significantly with T cells from patients with the
autoimmune diseases systemic lupus erythe-
matosus and rheumatoid arthritis, suggesting
that VISTAmay play a broad regulatory role in
suppressing T cell self-reactivity.

CONCLUSION: We introduce VISTA as the
earliest checkpoint regulator of peripheral
T cell tolerance identified to date and describe
VISTA as the first of a new class of immuno-
regulatory molecules whose function is to en-
force quiescence in naïve T lymphocytes. In
addition, comprehensive epigenetic and tran-
scriptional analyses defined fluorescence-
activated sorting-purified CD44lo CD62Lhi naïve
CD4+ T cells as heterogeneous. Our current
in vivo findings also suggest that regulation of
quiescence is inextricably linked to the capac-
ity tomaintain T cell self-tolerance. Although a
critical player in naïve T cell homeostasis, the
restraint enforced by VISTA on naïve T cell re-
sponses is lost when antigen stimulation is met
under inflammatory conditions.▪
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Loss of VISTA reduces the quiescence phenotype of the naïve T cells at the transcriptional and
epigenetic levels, causing enhancement in TCR and cytokine pathways. (Left) This loss undermines tolerance
induction to self-antigen and imparts a more inflammatory phenotype upon activation. KLF2/6, BTG1/2,
FOXP1, and SLFN2 are regulators of quiescence. TCF7, BCL2, INFGR1, and SLAMF6 direct memory T cell fate and
activity. IFN-g and CCL5 are effector cytokines. CD69, CD25, and CD40L are activation and costimulation receptors.
(Right) Integration of VISTA with other well-established negative checkpoint regulators of T cell activation.
VISTA is constitutively expressed on naïve T cells and plays a critical role in enforcing quiescence. CTLA-4 is
expressed on the cell surface briefly after T cell activation and inhibits T cell activation at the priming stage by
limiting costimulation. PD-1 is expressed later during priming and inhibits T cells at the effector stage.
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Negative checkpoint regulators (NCRs) temper the T cell immune response to self-antigens and limit the
development of autoimmunity. Unlike all other NCRs that are expressed on activated T lymphocytes,
V-type immunoglobulin domain-containing suppressor of T cell activation (VISTA) is expressed on
naïve T cells. We report an unexpected heterogeneity within the naïve T cell compartment in mice,
where loss of VISTA disrupted the major quiescent naïve T cell subset and enhanced self-reactivity.
Agonistic VISTA engagement increased T cell tolerance by promoting antigen-induced peripheral
T cell deletion. Although a critical player in naïve T cell homeostasis, the ability of VISTA to restrain
naïve T cell responses was lost under inflammatory conditions. VISTA is therefore a distinctive NCR of
naïve T cells that is critical for steady-state maintenance of quiescence and peripheral tolerance.

C
heckpoint regulation of T cell function is
governed by coinhibitory molecules (e.g.,
CTLA-4,VISTA,LAG-3, TIM-3, andTIGIT),
which act in concert to fine-tune T cell
response and fate (1). The importance of

these negative checkpoint regulators (NCRs)
has been clearly established for cancer and
infectious diseases (2), but because NCRs are
expressed only after T cell activation, it has
not yet been determined if they play a role
within the naïve T cell compartment tomain-
tain quiescence or response to self-antigen
(1–4). Quiescent T cells make up the over-
whelming majority of T lymphocytes in the
periphery. Maintaining T cell quiescence and
tempering self-reactivity are active processes
necessary for survival of an individual. Qui-
escence regulation is controlled by a diverse set
of transcriptional regulators, including fork-

head box (FOX) proteins, Kruppel like factors
(KLFs), and APRO (Tob1) family members
(5–7). Through control of cellular state and
cell cycle arrest, these transcription factors
(TFs) reduce the resources necessary tomain-
tain the vast repertoire of resting T cells, of
which only an extremely limited frequency
will be clonally selected by antigen during
the lifetime of the host. Impaired function
or deletion of these intracellular mediators
can lead to T cell activation and a breakdown
in self-tolerance (2–4, 8–10). Therefore, qui-
escence and tolerance are functionally linked.
Although insights into the intracellular medi-
ators that control naïve T cell quiescence are
being realized, the checkpoint regulators ex-
pressed on T cells that regulate quiescence
are yet to be described.
V-type immunoglobulin domain-containing

suppressor of T-cell activation (VISTA) is a mem-
ber of the B7 family that is distinct from other
negative checkpoint molecules in that it is
constitutively expressed on naïve T cells. Mice
deficient in VISTA show an enhanced frequency
of antigen-experienced memory CD4+ CD44hi

T cells, heightened cytokine production, and an
increased propensity to develop autoimmunity
(11–14). In this regard, genetic deletion of
VISTA in the 2D2 myelin oligodendrocyte
glycoprotein (MOG)–specific CD4+ T cell re-
ceptor (TCR) transgenic (Tg) mouse model of
spontaneous autoimmunity results in greatly
enhanced inflammatorydisease anddiminished
survival (13). Taken together, these observations
support the hypothesis that VISTA deficiency
results in a breakdown of self-tolerance and
the development of inflammatory T cell self-
reactive responses. That VISTA is expressed

on naïve T cells and lost upon immunization
(12, 13) further suggests that its impact on
controlling self-tolerance is within the naïve
T cell subset.

Results
VISTA deficiency disrupts the naïve T cell
repertoire by reducing quiescence and
enhancing T cell activation

VISTA has been shown to act as a coinhibitory
receptor on resting CD4+ T cells that nega-
tively regulates T cell activation (12, 13, 15).
VISTA-deficient CD4+ T cells exhibit enhanced
proliferation and effector responses to anti-
CD3 and antigenic stimulation in vitro (15).
VISTA−/− mice have heightened antitumor
responses to autologous tumors and aremore
susceptible to death resulting from ConA-
induced hepatitis (12, 13, 15). Although the
steady-state percentage of CD4+ T cells was
not enhanced in VISTA−/− mice, two groups in-
dependently reported an increase in “antigen-
experienced” CD44hi CD62Llo CD4+ T cells in
the spleens and peripheral blood of VISTA−/−

mice (12, 13). Under conditions of conditional
VISTA deficiency within the CD4+ T cell com-
partment, we observed a similar increase in the
frequency of antigen-experienced CD4+ T cells,
suggesting that the intrinsic loss of VISTA was
sufficient for the rise of this activated T cell sub-
set (fig. S1A) (12, 13). That VISTA is expressed on
>97% of naïve T cells (fig. S1B) and is lost under
inflammatory conditions suggests that its im-
pact on controlling T cell responses is intrinsic
to the naïve T cell subset. On the basis of these
findings, we interrogated the naïve CD4+ T cell
compartment to determine if VISTA altered
the steady state to influence their differentia-
tion to antigen-experienced CD44hi cells.
We deleted VISTA in the CD4+ T cell com-

partment using CD4-Cre mice (hereafter re-
ferred to as CD4-Cre-VISTA−/−) and performed
single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) to ex-
amine the role of VISTA in naïve CD4+ T cell
transcriptional heterogeneity. scRNA-seq anal-
ysis of sorted, naïve (CD44lo CD62Lhi) CD4+

T cells from CD4-Cre-VISTA−/− mice versus
their littermate wild-type (WT) controls re-
vealed a shift in the transcriptional phenotype
and heterogeneity within the T cell compart-
ment (Fig. 1A; fig. S1, C and D; and table S1).
The most significant phenotypic shift was ob-
served for clusters 1 and 2 (described below).
Cluster 1 represents a population of quiescent
T cells marked by an up-regulation ofKlf2 and
its effectors, which include Ccr7 (fig. S1 and
table S1). This module was reported to be
critical for the active maintenance of T cell
quiescence and inhibition of proliferation
(7, 9, 16). There is also data supporting the
importance of KLF2 in regulating thymo-
cyte trafficking (17, 18). This cluster also in-
cluded antiproliferative genes such as Klf6,
which (similar toKlf2) up-regulates the negative
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cell cycle regulator p21 (16, 19, 20). Btg1 and
Btg2 are members of the Tob gene family,
which have critical antiproliferative functions
and whose member Tob1 is well described in
regulating T cell quiescence and anergy (21–23).

Both genes were defining markers for cluster 1,
which is predominant in theWT and lost in the
VISTA−/− naïve CD4+ T cell population. VISTA
deficiency reduced the abundance of naïve
T cells in cluster 1 by more than 10-fold com-

pared with WT CD4+ T cells. Cluster 2, a pop-
ulation augmented by fivefold in VISTA−/−

CD4+ naive T cells, was marked by an up-
regulation of a stem-cell memory-like pro-
gram defined by the distinct up-regulation of
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Fig. 1. Intrinsic VISTA deficiency alters heterogeneity in the naïve CD4+

T cell pool. (A to C) scRNA-seq was performed on naïve CD4+ T cells from
WT mice and CD4-Cre-VISTA−/− mice (for which VISTA deficiency is restricted
to the CD4+ T cell compartment). (A) t-Distributed stochastic neighbor embedding
(t-SNE) plot showing the cluster distribution of FACS-sorted single naïve (>99%)
(CD62Lhi CD44lo) CD4+ T cells (sorted on the basis of the 20% lowest
CD44− from the negative gate) from CD4-Cre-VISTA−/− and WT littermates. Each
dot corresponds to one single cell, colored according to cell cluster. The
biological annotation of each cluster is shown in the table on the right. The
dashed circles indicate the quiescent T cell cluster (cluster 1) and memory-like
naïve T cell cluster (cluster 2). (B) Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) pathway
enrichment plot indicating the representative gene sets enriched in VISTA−/−

versus WT CD4+ T cells. Normalized enrichment score (NES) and P values are

shown for each gene set. P values were calculated by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
(C) Heatmap showing GSEA analysis as performed in (B) for each cluster.
The NES is shown for each gene set across clusters. (D) Uniform manifold
approximation and projection (UMAP) plot showing the cluster distribution of
FACS-sorted single naïve (>99%) (CD62Lhi CD44lo) CD4+ T cells from VISTA−/−

and WT mice. For (A) to (D), data are representative of two independent
experiments with at least three mice per group. (E) Ratios of recovered WT versus
VISTA−/− CD4+ T cells 5 days after coadoptive transfer into Rag1−/− hosts with
in vivo anti-CD3 stimulation or control immunoglobulin G (IgG). Data are
representative of four independent experiments with at least four mice per group.
Each bar indicates the mean value, and each error bar refers to one standard
deviation (SD). Student’s t tests were performed to compare WT with VISTA
deficiency (VISTA−/−) under each condition (i.e., no treatment versus anti-CD3).
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Tcf7, Bcl2, and Il7r (table S1). Of note, one of
the defining genes for this cluster was Klf3,
which has been reported to antagonize KLF2
function (24). In addition, this cluster had a
higher expression of the costimulatory recep-
tors Slamf6 and Ifngr1, which suggests that
these cells are transcriptionally poised for
better effector cell responses (25–27) and that
VISTA may play an intrinsic role in main-
taining naïve T cell identity and homeostasis.
Cluster 0 (enhanced by 2.5-fold by loss of
VISTA) was defined by an up-regulation of
extracellular matrix interaction pathways
and genes such as actin (Actg1 and Actb) and
Cnn2, which mediate cytoskeletal rearrange-
ments (tables S1 and S2). The role of these
pathways has been now appreciated in sus-
taining the immunological synapse and driv-
ing T cell effector function and is supported
by pathway analysis of this cluster (28, 29). We
observed an up-regulation of TCR pathways in
this cluster comparedwith the remaining pop-
ulation, supporting an overall enhanced abun-
dance of greater TCR signaling in VISTA−/−

T cells (table S2).
Two independent groups previously showed

that VISTA deficiency or targeting may affect
induced regulatory T cell (Treg) induction and
stability (30, 31). There were no significant
differences in the abundance of the CD44lo

Treg cluster (cluster 5) or a cluster defined by
enhanced TCR activation–associated transcrip-
tional differences (cluster 4). As stated above, as
with the other clusters, there was enhanced
TCR signaling imparted by VISTA deficiency
(Fig. 1B and tables S2 and S3). In all of the clus-
ters, we observed a significant up-regulation in
multiple TCR signaling and cytokine response
pathways in VISTA-deficient cells (Fig. 1, B and
C, and table S2). Clusters 3 to 5 accounted for
less than 7% of the total naïve T cell popula-
tion and showed no significant differences
in abundance between WT and VISTA−/−

groups (not discussed in detail).
Given that loss of VISTA reduced quiescent

T cells and altered the naïve CD4 T cell rep-
ertoire at the gene expression level, we hypoth-
esized that VISTA maintains the epigenetic
program for naïve T cell quiescence. We used
the assay for transposase-accessible chromatin
using sequencing (single-cell ATAC-seq) (32)
on naïve CD4 T cells from CD4-Cre-VISTA−/−

mice or littermate controls. The cell popu-
lation changes observed were in agreement
with those predicted by our scRNA-seq studies.
For example, a significant reduction in quiescent
T cells (cluster 1) and an increase in memory-
phenotype cells (cluster 2) in the VISTA−/−

naïve CD4+ T cells were seen (Fig. 1D; fig. S1,
E to Q; and table S4). As has been reported by
several studies of T cells poised to respond to
TCR signaling (33, 34), cluster 2 had an en-
hancement in the accessibility ofmultiple TCR
effectors (Nr4a1, Cd247, Jun, Fos, Lat, Nr4a1,

Dgka, and Nfkb1) as well as Cd4, Icos, and
Cd40lg (Fig. 1D; fig. S1, H to P; and table S4).
There is accumulating evidence suggesting
that memory cells have significantly greater
chromatin accessibility to TCR effector genes
(35, 36). Of note, we also observed enhanced ac-
cessibility to genes up-regulated in the VISTA−/−

memory-phenotype cluster, such as Tcf7, Ifngr1,
Bcl2, and Il7ra, which supports the suggestion
that VISTA deficiency epigenetically primes
the naïve T cell repertoire toward amore TCR-
responsive memory-like phenotype. Although
memory regulators such as Lef1, Zbtb20, and
Runx3 were not differentially expressed be-
tween the quiescent and memory-like clusters
at themRNA level, they had greater chromatin
accessibility in the memory-like cluster cells
enhanced by VISTA deficiency (table S4). On
the other hand, the quiescent cluster repre-
senting themajority ofWT naïve CD4+ T cells
was defined by enhanced chromatin accessi-
bility to Klf2, Klf6, Btg1, and Btg2, which are
the defining markers of quiescent cells by
scRNA-seq analysis (Fig. 1, A and D; fig. S1, H,
K, and L; and table S4). In addition, this clus-
ter also had an enhancement in the accessi-
bility of important quiescence factors like Foxp1,
Foxo-1, and Runx1 (37–39) (table S4).
One alternative possibility was that the re-

duced quiescence state of cluster 2 and its
expansion in the absence of VISTA were a
consequence of increased autoreactive TCR
repertoires in this cluster. To address this
hypothesis, we performed single-cell TCR
sequencing paired with gene expression to
resolve the TCR sequences of each cell per
cluster. In addition, we extensively reviewed
the literature andmanually curated a database
ofmore than 50 TCRVb CDR3 sequences from
CD4+ T cells in multiple models of autoim-
munity matching different autoantigen specific-
ities because certain Vb genes were associated
with autoreactivity (40) (fig. S2A).We found less
than 100 cells across all clusters (out of 40,000
total cells) in the naïve CD4T cell repertoire that
matched these TCR sequences (40–42). Because
this analysis was not sufficient to capture the
landscape of autoreactivity in the naïve CD4+

T cell population, we performed single-cell
TCR sequencing on CD44hi CD4+ T cells (10×
genomics, paired a and b chain) because these
cells have reacted to self-antigen in an un-
immunized mouse (fig. S2B) (43). In this anal-
ysis, only the Vb TCR repertoirewith full length
and productivity were chosen. We performed
CDR3-region sequence alignment (44) and
chose the Vb CDR3 sequences that were fully
matched between CD44lo andCD44hi cells.We
identified a total 4971 “potentially” autoreac-
tive CD44lo cells with 1606 unique TCRs. Then,
we quantified the fraction of autoreactive T cells
in each CD44lo cluster (clusters having less than
1000 cells were excluded). The fraction of auto-
reactive T cells was almost evenly distributed

among all CD44lo clusters in both VISTA−/−

andWTmice (fig. S2B). Because CD44hi CD4+

T cells in an unimmunized mouse may not
represent the prototypical autoreactive reper-
toire seen in autoimmune disease, we per-
formed single-cell TCR sequencing on CD4+

T cells sorted by fluorescence-activated cell
sorting (FACS) from B6 Fas lpr mice, an es-
tablished lupus model for which autoreac-
tive T cells have been reported (45). We also
performed the same sequencing procedure on
CD4+ T cells from Bim-deficient mice, which
fail to delete autoreactive T cells during negative
selection (46). This allowed us to generate full
CDR3 sequences for autoreactive TCRs from
two independent models of autoimmunity.
In both TCR sequence datasets, there was an
overlap in the TCR sequences (around 4 to
5%) for each of the naïve CD4 T cell clusters
(fig. S2, C to F). However, there was no impact
of VISTA loss on the percentage or distribu-
tion of the autoreactive T cells. Our interpre-
tation is that the changes in the clusters
imposed by the loss of VISTA are not due to
changes in TCR specificity of the constituting
cells but rather mostly due to a change in the
cell state.
To determine if the phenotypic changes in

the naïve T cell repertoire were imparted by
VISTA deficiency at the mature T cell stage in
the periphery or were a consequence of a po-
tential role that VISTA plays in thymocyte
development, analysis of the impact of VISTA
deficiency on thymocyte heterogeneity was
studied. VISTA is constitutively expressed on
naive CD4+ T cells and also on single-positive
thymocytes (fig. S3, A and B). Flow cytometric
analysis of thymocyte subset percentages did
not show any impact of intrinsic VISTA defi-
ciency on the thymocyte numbers or frequency
(fig. S3B). In addition, scRNA-seq of thymo-
cytes from VISTA−/− or WT littermates did not
reveal any differences in heterogeneity of the
thymic repertoire (fig. S3, C to E, and table S5).
Analysis of the CD4+ lineage differentiation
trajectory fromdouble-positive thymocytes to
the naïve peripheral T cell stage using the well-
established Monocle algorithm (47) did not
elucidate an impact of VISTAdeficiency on the
route of CD4+ T cell differentiation (fig. S3, G
andH). This suggests that VISTAdeficiency did
not alter the differentiation route of thymo-
cytes tomature T cells and exclusively exerted
an impact on naïve T cell fate in the peripheral
compartment.
A series of experiments was performed to

gain insights into whether expression of KLF2
was correlated with the expression of other
quiescence factors in T cells and, in addition,
correlated with VISTA expression. The data
presented show that VISTA deficiency results
in a global reduction of quiescence regulators
such as Klf2, Klf6, Gimap5, and Tob gene fam-
ily members Btg1 and Btg2 (9, 16, 19–23, 48).
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Therefore, there was sufficient evidence to sug-
gest that VISTA is necessary for the expression
of multiple quiescence regulators. To more di-
rectly address if KLF2 expression was coregu-
lated with the other quiescence factors, a KLF2
reporter mouse (18) was used. Using this sys-
tem, we sought to examine whether higher
KLF2 expression on naïve CD4+ T cells re-
capitulated the naïve T cell quiescence pheno-
type (cluster 1). KLF2hi and KLF2lo naïve CD4+

T cells were electronically cell sorted (on the
basis of the 20% highest and lowest expres-
sion) and subjected to deepRNA-seq analysis.
KLF2hi CD4+ T cells were highly enriched for
genes that define the quiescence cluster of
naïve T cells (cluster 1), closely mirroring their
profile with regard to differential gene expres-
sion (fig. S4A). Therefore, higher expression of
KLF2hi is correlated with the heightened ex-
pression of other quiescence factors. KLF2hi

CD4+ T cells additionally up-regulated sev-
eral established quiescence regulators such
as Tob1, Foxp1, Foxo1, and Tgfbr2 (fig. S4B)
(6, 21). Next, we examined the relationship
between VISTA and KLF2 expression, a de-
fining cluster 1 TF and marker. As such, flow
cytometric analysis revealed a strong direct
correlation between VISTA and KLF2 expres-
sion, because increased KLF2 expression
(KLF2hi) also showed higher VISTA expres-
sion (fig. S4, C and D). Of note, KLF2hi CD4+

had significantly higher VISTA mRNA expres-
sion. The same RNA-seq analysis was con-
ducted for VISTAhi versus VISTAlo naïve T cells,
and VISTAhi CD4+ T cells showed greater KLF2
(as well as Klf6, Btg1, and Btg2). This bidirec-
tional relationship (Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient of 0.87) between KLF2 and VISTA is
presented as a correlation plot (fig. S4E). Taken
together, these data provide compelling evi-
dence using flow cytometry and RNA-seq that
VISTA regulates KLF2, an important TF with
roles in T cell quiescence. Given the relation-
ship between VISTA and KLF2, we posit that
enhanced VISTA expression on the naïve T cell
compartment (CD44lo CD62Lhi) correlateswith
greater quiescence and the naïve phenotype
(fig. S4F). We sought to track the impact of
graded VISTA expression on naïve T cells.
Using deep RNA-seq, we found that VISTAhi

naïve T cells display a more quiescent T cell
state than the VISTAlo or VISTA−/− T cells at
the global gene expression level (fig. S4G). In
summary, there was significant up-regulation
of Klf2, Klf6, and Slfn2 and a dramatic up-
regulation of Foxp1 in VISTAhi T cells, all crit-
ical effectors of T cell quiescence (8, 37).
However, VISTAlo T cells expressed higher
levels of Nr4a1,Myc (inhibited by Klf2) (9),
Pdcd1, Ctla4, Cd5, Cd6, Cd2,Nfkb1, Lck, and
Nfatc1, all indicative of enhanced TCR signal-
ing, enhanced activity, and reduced quiescence.
Because the percentage of CD44hi memory-

phenotype (MP) CD4+ T cells is enhanced in

steady-state unimmunized VISTA−/−mice (fig.
S1A) and VISTA deficiency skews the naïve
CD4+ T cells toward a less quiescent memory-
like phenotype at both the transcriptional and
epigenetic levels (Fig. 1 and fig. S1), we in-
vestigated how VISTA-deficiency influenced
the expansion of the naïve CD4+ T cells toward
CD44hi MP cells by scRNA-seq profiling of this
population (fig. S5). At least for the CD4+ T cell
lineage, conversion of naïve (CD62Lhi CD44lo)
T cells to CD44hi MP cells requires antigen
encounter (self but not commensal antigen)
and sufficient TCR stimulation (43, 49). Exam-
ination of the VISTA-deficient CD44hi MP
T cells revealed that the most dramatic en-
hancement caused by VISTA deficiency was a
more than threefold increase in T helper 1 cell
(TH1) effector phenotype cells (cluster 1) (fig. S5,
A to C). Cells in cluster 1 up-regulate the TH1
master TF Tbx21 (T-bet) as well as the char-
acteristic TH1 effector molecules Ifng, Ccl5, and
Cxcr3 (table S6) (50). Globally, there was an up-
regulation of effector molecules Ifng, Ccl5, and
Cxcr3, in addition to costimulatory molecules
such asCd7,Cd40lg,Cd69, andLy6c (fig. S5 and
table S6). On the other hand, there was more
than a threefold reduction of a coinhibitory
module group of cells (cluster 5) in the antigen-
experienced repertoire defined by up-regulation
of multiple checkpoint regulators such as PD-1,
LAG-3, TIGIT, CD73 (Nt5e), FR4 (Izumo1r),
BTLA, and Nrp1 and other regulators of T cell
dysfunction such as c-Maf, NFATc, Tox, and
Tox2 (fig. S5E) (51). Indeed, analysis of the
whole T cell population supported this because
VISTA−/− had markedly reduced expression
of the coinhibitory regulators (fig. S5F). At
the cell-state level, we observed that CD4-Cre-
VISTA−/−MPCD4+ T cells up-regulate greater
downstream TCR activation genes as marked
by significant global up-regulation of the AP-1
and JNK TF network (Jun, Junb, Jund, and
Fos) as well as Cd69, Nr4a1 (Nur77), and nu-
clear factor kB (NFkB) pathway effectors (fig.
S5D). The majority of these genes had a greater
chromatin accessibility in the VISTA−/− naïve
CD44lo cells (fig. S1 and table S4). Heightened
TCR signaling in VISTA−/− cells and the
heightened expression of TCR activation genes
and other markers of T cell activation would
be predicted by the work by Paul and col-
leagues who showed that TCR antigen en-
counter and costimulation are essential for
establishment of MP CD4+ T cells in un-
immunized mice and that this population ex-
presses high levels of T-bet and interferon-g
(IFN-g) (49). It is also in agreement with
reports that stronger TCR signals favor TH1
polarization (52) and that VISTA-deficiency
on naïve T cells enhances production of IFN-g
and other TH1 cytokines upon TCR stimula-
tion in vitro (12). Therefore, intrinsic VISTA
expression on the naïve T cell is necessary for
restraining T cell activation and maintaining

quiescence, and VISTA-deficiency engenders
a TH1 proinflammatory phenotype in the ab-
sence of the appropriate costimulatory or im-
munizing signals.
Loss of quiescence has been repeatedly cor-

related with reduced tolerance susceptibility
of T cells (7). Given the enhanced activation
phenotype of the VISTA−/− T cells and the
reduction in the quiescent cluster, we hypoth-
esized that peripheral, TCR-induced, deletional
tolerance of VISTA−/− T cells may be impaired.
To this end, we used a coadoptive transfer sys-
tem whereby naïve VISTA−/− and WT CD4+

T cells are transferred at equal ratios into T cell–
deficient Rag−/− hosts and administered anti-
CD3 monoclonal antibody (mAb) or control
mAb (Fig. 1E). It has been shown that under
these conditions, TCR signaling by anti-CD3
induces the deletion of T cells in vivo (53, 54).
In the absence of anti-CD3 stimulation, we
could not detect a marked difference between
WT and VISTA−/− CD4+ T cell numbers, in-
dicating no notable advantage of VISTA defi-
ciency on homeostatic T cell expansion or
survival (Fig. 1E and fig. S4G). Only when
anti-CD3 stimulation was provided could we
detect a marked enhancement in the recov-
ered numbers of VISTA−/− CD4+ T cells com-
pared with the number of WT CD4+ T cells
(Fig. 1E and fig. S5G). This supports the scRNA-
seq data on the naïve T cell phenotype, estab-
lishing that VISTA deficiency leads to a loss
in quiescence and a reduced susceptibility to
TCR-induced deletion. T cells from CD4-Cre ×
VISTAfl/fl mice also recapitulated this pheno-
type, establishing that the resistance to anti-
CD3 deletion was T cell intrinsic (fig. S5H).
These data suggest that loss of quiescence af-
fects the fate of TCR-triggered T cells in vivo.

Agonistic anti-VISTA mAbs enhance
TCR-dependent peripheral T cell deletion

Given that we observed the functional impact
of VISTA deficiency to be a reduced suscep-
tibility to anti-CD3–induced deletion, we hy-
pothesized that antibody-based activation of
VISTA would enhance TCR-induced T cell
deletion. Chen and colleagues introduced a
class of anti-VISTA “agonists” and showed in
multiple systems, including graft-versus-host
disease (GVHD), that the agonist antibodies
suppressed T cell immune responses [reviewed
in (55)]. We developed both anti-mouse–specific
(clone 8G8) and anti-human–specific (clone
803) VISTA agonists to assess the impact of
VISTA engagement on T cell fate on TCR en-
gagement. The isotype and functional proper-
ties of the anti-VISTA clones used in this
study are detailed in table S7 (fig. S6, A to E).
These mAbs are specific for mouse or human
VISTA, and both suppress GVHD. In addition,
mouse anti-VISTA (anti-mVISTA) (8G8) has
demonstrated immunosuppressive properties
in multiple murine models of inflammation
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and autoimmunity (fig. S6, B to E). To assess
the impact of anti-VISTA agonist on tolerogen-
induced T cell deletion, naïve OVA-specific
transgenic CD4+ T cells (OT-II) were adop-
tively transferred to antigen-bearing hosts
(Act-Ova) or antigen-deficient B6 controls
and treated with anti-mVISTA (8G8) (56, 57)
(Fig. 2A and fig. S6F). This system provides a
TCR engagement signal (OVA) but no overt
inflammatory signal, which are both known to
promote tolerance induction (58, 59). Adminis-
tration of anti-VISTA overwhelmingly reduced
the frequency of OT-II T cells in the Act-Ova–
expressing hosts but not in B6 hosts. Fur-
thermore, there was an enhanced percentage
of dead OT-II T cells, suggesting that anti-
VISTA enhanced tolerogenic T cell death
(Fig. 2B and fig. S6, G andH). VISTA has been
reported to participate in the uptake and
clearance of apoptotic cells (14). We therefore
investigated whether the change in percent-
age of dead cells may be due to a role for ago-
nistic anti-VISTA (8G8) on dead cell clearance
of OT-II cells. The impact of anti-VISTA on the
uptake of apoptotic thymocytes by macro-
phageswas assessed by flow cytometry (fig. S6I).
Although VISTA-deficiency had a significant
impact on the uptake of apoptotic cells (14),
anti-VISTA (8G8) did not demonstrate any
significant inhibitory activity. Therefore, the
enhanced death of OT-II T cells observed in
8G8-treated Act-OVA mice is likely due to en-
hanced cell death caused by augmented dele-
tional tolerance with no impact on clearance.
It remained possible that anti-VISTAmay have
enhanced antigen-induced T cell tolerance by
direct killing of other VISTA+ immune pop-
ulations, most prominently antigen-presenting
cells. However, examination of the abundance
of various immune populations after anti-
VISTA treatment revealed no significant im-
pact of the antibody on their numbers or
frequency (fig. S6J). There were no significant
reductions in the frequency T cell or various
myeloid populations upon treatment of mice
with either VISTA agonist or antagonist anti-
bodies under steady-state conditions (fig. S6J).
These populations include CD11b+myeloid cells,
neutrophils, monocytes, and dendritic cells.
To prove that VISTA-induced T cell loss was

due to a direct effect of anti-VISTA antibody
binding to T cells, OT-II T cells expressing hu-
manVISTA (hVISTA)were specifically targeted
with an anti-hVISTA antibody and transferred
into WT host mice. hVISTA-expressing OT-II
cells were obtained subsequent to interbreed-
ing with hVISTA knock-in (KI) mice. Extensive
validation of hVISTA lineage and expression
levels and the specificity and affinity of the
anti-hVISTA mAb (803) in hVISTA KI mice
were evaluated (fig. S7 and materials and
methods). Flow cytometric analysis of hVISTA
expression on myeloid and T cell subsets in
hVISTA KI mice revealed similar levels of

expression to murine VISTA in WT mice (fig.
S7, A to C). The specificity of anti-hVISTA (803)
was validated in multiple systems (fig. S7, B
and C) and also in a Jurkat cell line transduced
to express hVISTA versus WT Jurkat cells
(fig. S7D). In contrast to VISTA deficiency, anti-
hVISTA induced profound reductions in
hVISTA CD4+ T cells with anti-CD3 toleriza-
tion (Fig. 1E and fig. S7E). Similar to the anti-
mVISTA clone 8G8, anti-hVISTA (803) reduced
the frequency of adoptively transferred OT-II
T cells expressing hVISTA upon administra-
tion of soluble OVA peptide but not in the
absence of peptide (fig. S7F). These findings
show that targeting hVISTA exclusively on the
T cell surface, together with TCR engagement,
results in a selective reduction of targeted cells.
As has been observed with anti-mVISTA (8G8),
there was no impact of anti-hVISTA (803) on
the abundance of the different immune line-
ages (fig. S7G). To confirm that the augmented
T cell tolerance induced by agonistic anti-
VISTA and antigen was mediated by target-
ing the donor antigen-specific CD4+ T cells,
and not due to potential indirect effects of tar-
geting the VISTA+myeloid cells, we adoptively
transferred hVISTA OT-II cells in the presence
of OVA and exclusively targeted the host using
anti-mVISTA (8G8), sparing the donor hVISTA
OT-II cells. In this case, there was no impact
ondonor antigen-specific T cell numbers. These
findings indicate that targeting the T cell com-
partment is necessary and sufficient for the
augmented tolerance by anti-VISTA agonists
(fig. S7H).

VISTA regulates the fate of tolerized,
endogenous antigen-specific T cells

Our findings suggest that VISTA regulates the
fate of TCR-engagedT cells in vivo. To rigorously
test this hypothesis, we studied the impact of
VISTA targeting on the fate of endogenous,
antigen-specific CD4+ T cells under tolero-
genic conditions using soluble peptide-loaded
major histocompatibility complex (pMHC)–
based tetramer enrichment systems (60–62).
Analysis of tetramer-positive CD4+ T cells re-
vealed that upon the administration of soluble
2w1s antigen, VISTA deficiency enhanced the
number of 2w1s:I-Ab–specific CD4+ T cells by
more than twofold under conditions of toler-
ance induction (Fig. 2C). We tested whether
VISTA blockade would recapitulate the out-
come observed with VISTA deficiency on 2w1s:
I-Ab response to antigen under tolerogenic
conditions. To do this, we used the anti-VISTA
antagonist antibody (13F3), a well-established
VISTA-blocking clone we previously reported
(30, 63). Like VISTA deficiency, anti-VISTA
blockade increased the number of 2W1s:I-Ab

specific T cells upon tolerogenic peptide ad-
ministration (Fig. 2E). By contrast, agonistic
anti-VISTA imparted about a twofold reduc-
tion in the number of 2w1s: I-Ab–specific CD4+

T cells under the same tolerogenic conditions
(Fig. 2F). The opposing impacts of VISTA de-
ficiency and anti-VISTA agonist on T cell
tolerization were also observed using endoge-
nous CD4+ MOG:I-Ab endogenous T cells un-
der conditions of MOG peptide administration
(fig. S8, A and B). All studies thus far evaluated
the impact of anti-VISTA on T cells under
conditions of exclusive TCR engagement and
in the absence of inflammation. When mice
were immunized with 2w1s peptide and lipo-
polysaccharide (LPS), there was no impact of
VISTA deficiency on the number of endoge-
nous 2W1s-specific T cells (Fig. 2D). Similarly,
agonistic anti-VISTA failed to impart a sig-
nificant impact on antigen-specific T cells under
inflammatory conditions (Fig. 2G). This presents
evidence that VISTA engagement is important
for restraining T cell expansion under tolero-
genic conditions and that inflammation can
supersede the impact of VISTA on T cell fate.
In addition to deletion, peripheral CD4+

T cell tolerance is regulated bymultiple other
mechanisms.Therefore,we investigatedwhether
VISTA affected the emergence of antigen-
specific anergic and/or regulatory antigen-
specific CD4+ T cells. T cell activation under
conditions that lack costimulation induced a
state of hyporesponsiveness marked by pro-
liferation arrest and markedly diminished ef-
fector cytokine production upon restimulation
(64). It was previously reported that anergic
CD4+ T cells up-regulated the two surface
markers CD73 (Nt5e) and FR4 (Izumo1r) (65, 66).
Indeed, single-cell analysis of total CD44hi

CD4+ T cells from unimmunized mice vali-
dates the existence of this naturally anergic
CD4+ (CD44hi Foxp3−) T cell population and
also identifies multiple additional regulators
that participate in T cell anergy such asNFATc1
and Nrp1 (fig. S9A). This population, as do the
majority of CD4+ T cells, express significant
levels of VISTA, so VISTA was therefore not
a defining marker for this cluster. To our
knowledge, this presents the first full tran-
scriptional profile of naturally anergic CD4+

T cells. We investigated whether agonistic anti-
VISTA would reduce antigen-specific CD4+

T cell numbers under tolerogenic conditions
by enhancing the number of anergic cells.
Analysis of the percentage of anergic 2w1s:
I-Ab–specific CD4+ T cells by CD73hi FR4hi

Foxp3− staining did not show a differential
impact of anti-VISTA treatment (fig. S9, B to
D). As expected from the phenotypic analysis,
anti-VISTA also did not enhance the percent-
age of anergic cells by cytokine-responsiveness
[interleukin-2 (IL-2) and IFN-g] to in vitro re-
stimulation with phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate
(PMA) and ionomycin (fig. S9E). Of note, we did
report similar percentages of anergic antigen-
specific CD4+ T cells to those previously pub-
lished for antigen-induced tolerance of the
2w1s-specific repertoire (65).
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An additional mechanism of peripheral tol-
erance is through the emergence of antigen-
specific Foxp3+ Tregs and the inhibition of
effector T cell expansion and function (67).
We asked whether anti-VISTA would change
the number of antigen-specific 2w1s: I-Ab–
specific Foxp3+ CD4+ Tregs and thereby suppress
T cell expansion. Analysis of the percentage of

Foxp3+ CD4+ Tregs did not show any impact
of anti-VISTA (fig. S9D). These results suggest
that VISTA engagement or blockade did not
overtly change anergy induction under tolero-
genic conditions.
We performed high-resolution scRNA-seq

gene expression profiling to assess the impact
of anti-VISTA treatment on tolerized 2w1s:I-

Ab–specific CD4+ T cells, which revealed in-
sights into repertoire heterogeneity and cell
state at the single-cell level (Fig. 2H and fig.
S10A). Surprisingly, there was no significant
impact of VISTA agonistic targeting or defi-
ciency on the heterogeneity of the antigen-
specific repertoire (Fig. 2H; fig. S10, A and B;
and table S8). However, this analysis yielded
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Fig. 2. Agonistic anti-VISTA antibodies augment T cell tolerance, which is
abrogated by VISTA deficiency. (A) Recovered numbers of OT-II CD4+ T cells in
the spleen of anti-mVISTA (8G8)–treated or hamster IgG control–treated mice
transferred into Act-Ova (left) or B6 hosts (right) 48 hours after adoptive
transfer. (B) Percentage of dead OT-II CD4+ T cells out of total recovered OT-II
cells from anti-mVISTA (8G8)–treated or hamster IgG control–treated mice.
Data are representative of two independent experiments with five mice per
group. (C) Two doses of 2w1s peptide (100 mg) were intravenously injected into
WT or VISTA−/− mice on days 0 and 3, respectively, followed by tetramer
enrichment and 2w1s:I-Ab cell number quantification on day 7. (D) 2w1s
peptide (100 mg) with 5 mg of LPS was intravenously injected into WT or
VISTA−/− mice on day 0, followed by tetramer enrichment and 2w1s:I-Ab cell
number quantification on day 7. (E) Two doses of 2w1s peptide were
intravenously injected into antagonistic anti-mVISTA (13F3)–treated or hamster
IgG control–treated mice on days 0 and 3, respectively, followed by tetramer
enrichment and 2w1s:I-Ab cell number quantification on day 7. (F) Two doses of
2w1s peptide were intravenously injected into agonistic anti-hVISTA (803)–
treated or isotype control–treated mice on days 0 and 3, respectively, followed
by tetramer enrichment and 2w1s:I-Ab cell number quantification on day 7.

Data are representative of four independent experiments with at least
eight mice per group [(C) to (F)]. (G) 2w1s peptide (100 mg) with 5 mg of
LPS was intravenously injected into control IgG–treated or agonistic anti-
hVISTA (803)–treated mice on day 0, followed by tetramer enrichment and
2w1s:I-Ab cell number quantification on day 7. Data are representative of
two independent experiments with eight mice per group. (H) t-SNE plot
showing the cluster distribution of 2w1:I-Ab peptide–induced CD4+ T cells from
agonistic anti-hVISTA (803)–treated and control IgG–treated mice. Each dot
corresponds to one single cell, colored according to cell cluster. Biological
annotation of each cluster is shown in the table on the right. (I) GSEA
pathway enrichment plot indicating the representative gene sets depleted in
agonistic anti-hVISTA (803)–treated versus isotype control–treated mice. NESs
and P values are shown for each gene set. P values were calculated by
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. (J) Heatmap showing GSEA analysis as performed
(I) for each cluster. NESs are shown for each gene set across clusters.
Sequencing data are representative of two independent repeats with at least
two samples from pooled mice per group. For all bar plots [(A) to (G)], each
bar indicates the mean value and each error bar refers to one SD; P values
were calculated by Student’s t test.
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two important observations. First, anti-VISTA
reduced T cell clonal expansion of the 2w1s:I-
Ab repertoire in all clusters (fig. S10C). Second,
analysis of pathway activity revealed that
VISTA triggering resulted in a global reduc-
tion (>80% of the repertoire) in TCR signal-
ing pathways, such as CD28 costimulation,
CXCR3 signaling, and cytokine interactions,
suggesting a major impact on the global state
of tolerized T cells (Fig. 2, I and J). On the
other hand, VISTA deficiency promoted an
up-regulation of proliferation pathways and
globally enhanced cellular transcription and
translation (tables S9 and S10). This indicates
that VISTA engagement under tolerogenic con-
ditions imparts an immunosuppressive pheno-
type to augment T cell tolerance in addition to
reducing tolerized T cell numbers, which is in
support of data with transgenic systems (Fig. 2,
A and B, and figs. S6G and S7F).

Sustained expression of VISTA under
tolerogenic, but not inflammatory, conditions

Our data suggest that VISTA engagement
renders naïve T cells more susceptible to
antigen-induced death and down-regulates
pathways of TCR signaling. This may support
the argument that sustained VISTA expres-
sion would prohibit T cell activation. In ad-
dition, we found that VISTA engagement on
naïve T cells is abolished under inflammatory
conditions (Fig. 2, D andG).We therefore inves-
tigatedwhether TCR engagement under inflam-
matory (antigen with LPS) versus tolerogenic
(antigen only) conditions affected VISTA ex-
pression on endogenous antigen-specific CD4+

T cells using scRNA-seq of 2w1s:I-Ab–specific
CD4+ T cells. In the inflammation setting,
we observed a global transcriptional down-
regulation of VISTA in tetramer+ cells (Fig. 3,
A and B, and table S11), which was supported
by flow cytometric analysis (Fig. 3C). There
was no change in VISTA expression on total
CD4+ T cells, suggesting that the impact was
only on antigen-specific T cells (Fig. 3D). As ex-
pected, pathways of proliferation, CD28 costim-
ulation, and antigen response were significantly
up-regulated under inflammatory conditions
(table S12). Furthermore, amajor cluster of cells
with a tolerant transcriptional phenotype (clus-
ter 3) was exclusive to tolerization and one of
the definingmarkers for this cluster was VISTA
(Fig. 3, A and E, and table S11). This cluster in-
cluded known regulators of T cell suppression
and dysfunction such as FR4 (Izumo1r), LAG-3
(Lag3), BTLA (Btla), SHP-2 (Ptpn11), Neuropilin-1
(Nrp1), Slfn2, andNr4a1 (1, 65, 68). These mole-
cules were expressed in addition to tumor ne-
crosis factor receptor superfamily molecules,
which mirrors the profile of T cell dysfunction
previously reported (69). This suggests a po-
tential consequence of VISTA expression under
conditions of tolerancebutminimal consequence
under productive costimulation of T cells.

VISTA targeting induces systemic tolerance and
T cell deletion
That the targeting of VISTA with anti-VISTA
mAbs at the time of donor T cell transfer can
ablate the development of GVHD supports the
hypothesis that anti-VISTA agonism can induce
antigen-specific T cell tolerance (12, 15, 70).
We confirmed and expanded this data with
both agonistic anti-mouse (8G8) and anti-
human (803) VISTA clones (Fig. 4, A and B).
Agonistic targeting of VISTA exclusively on
the donor T cells arrested the development of
GVHD (Fig. 4B). Of note, anti-VISTA blockade
(13F3) did not affect alloreactive T cell re-
sponses or mouse survival, clearly distinguish-
ing the activities of different anti-VISTAmAbs
(Fig. 4A). Under the same GVHD conditions,
we investigated the fate of alloreactive CD4+

T cells targeted with agonistic anti-VISTA by
using theTEaTCR transgenic CD4+T cellswhich

recognize I-E⍺ (residues 52 to 68) peptide in
the context of I-Ab (71). Similar to experiments
presented in Fig. 2 (OT-II), after 24 hours, we
noted a significant (>75%) reduction in the
number of TEa cells when transferred to anti-
VISTA–treated, antigen-bearing F1 hosts.
However, no reduction was observed when
transferred into B6mice, indicating that both
TCR and VISTA engagement were required
for VISTA-mediated deletion (Fig. 4C). The
loss of TEa CD4+ T cells mediated by antigen
and anti-VISTA was not due to the altered
localization of T cells in other tissues (fig. S11,
A and B). In support of these in vivo obser-
vations, scRNA-seq analysis revealed amarked
up-regulation of GVHD pathway mediators
in VISTA−/− T cells, which were subsequently
down-regulated using agonistic anti-VISTA
treatment (Fig. 4D). We developed a VISTA
deficiency–associated gene signature to reflect
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Fig. 3. VISTA expression is reduced under inflammatory, but not tolerogenic, conditions in vivo. To provide
a model of antigen-specific stimulation for the antigen-specific CD4+ T cell repertoire studies in Fig. 2, C57BL/6
mice were either immunized using 2w1s peptide with LPS or tolerized using 2w1s peptide only. Then, the
phenotype of 2w1s:I-Ab–specific CD4+ T cells was analyzed using scRNA-seq and flow cytometry. (A) The t-SNE plot
shows the cluster distribution of 2w1:I-Ab peptide–induced CD4+ T cells from immunized (2w1s peptide with
LPS) and tolerized (2w1s peptide) mice. Each dot corresponds to one single cell, colored according to cell cluster.
The dashed circles indicate the anergic T cell cluster (cluster 3) and T follicular helper T cell cluster (cluster 7).
(B) Boxplot depicting the difference in Vsir gene, which encodes VISTA, expression between immunized and
tolerized CD4+ T cells across all clusters. The center line refers to the median value for Vsir gene expression.
The whisker indicates the 25th to the 75th percentile of Vsir gene expression. P values were calculated by
Wilcoxon rank sum test. (C and D) Flow cytometric analysis of 2w1s:I-Ab–specific CD4+ T cells (C) or total
CD4+ T cells (D) under the same tolerization versus immunization conditions presented in (A). The black plot line and
shaded region indicate staining of VISTA knockout CD4+ T cells as a biological control. APC, allophycocyanin.
(E) Bubble plot showing the average Z-transformed normalized expression of coinhibitory module genes in cluster 3
versus other clusters. The size of each bubble indicates the fraction of cells expressing the represented gene.
Data are representative of two independent experiments with at least three mice per group [(A) to (E)].
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intrinsic VISTA-induced pathway activity change
in T cells (see materials and methods and
table S13). This signature was validated using
bulkRNAsequencing of TCR transgenicVISTA−/−

T cells (Fig. 4E) (13). The VISTA module was
then applied to a well-documented dataset of
CD4+ T cell exhaustion versus activation. In
this setting, the activated T cells presented a
notably higher VISTA module score compared
with exhausted T cells, indicating that VISTA−/−

related pathways were up-regulated in the ac-
tivated T cells (Fig. 4F). In addition, VISTA
deficiency was also reported to exacerbate
autoimmune murine lupus (11, 14). Indeed,
peripheral T cells from systemic lupus ery-
thematosus (SLE) patients from two inde-
pendent datasets presented a higher VISTA
module score compared with that of healthy
donors (Fig. 4G and fig. S12A). Similarly, pe-
ripheral T cells from rheumatoid arthritis (RA)
patients presented an evenhigherVISTAmodule
score (fig. S12B). This evidence supports a
broad regulatory role for VISTA in suppressing
T cell self-reactivity and autoimmune mani-
festations. It may also suggest that VISTA could
represent a potential diagnostic biomarker
for such inflammatory diseases.

Concluding remarks

We report a distinct role for VISTA as a neg-
ative checkpoint that regulates naïve T cell
quiescence and optimal peripheral T cell
tolerance. The genetic loss of VISTA in T cells
markedly altered the cell state and heteroge-
neity of mature naïve T cells but had no
discernible impact on the steady-state heter-
ogeneity or differentiation trajectory of thy-
mocytes. These findings show that VISTA
plays a constitutive function in maintaining
naïve T cell identity exclusively outside of the
thymus. The disruption of T cell quiescence
owing to the loss of VISTA was inextricably
linked to undermining peripheral T cell toler-
ance to antigen in polyclonal, transgenic, and
endogenous antigen-specific T cell systems.
The function of VISTA in vivo could be am-
plified using anti-VISTA agonists, which aug-
mented T cell tolerance induction in the same
systems in part by enhancing peripheral T cell
death under costimulation-deficient conditions.
Surprisingly, we did not observe a significant
impact of VISTA loss or targeting on other
modes of T cell suppression, such as anergy
induction. A highly important note is that the
function of VISTA is relegated to controlling
naïve T cell fate because its impact as well as
its expression are all but obliterated under
inflammatory conditions (e.g., LPS, CFA, and
poly-IC) in which CTLA-4, LAG3, and PD-1
play prominent immunoregulatory roles under
inflammatory states. However, under tolero-
genic conditions, VISTA expression was sus-
tained. Unlike all other coinhibitorymolecules
expressed after T cell activation, VISTA pre-

sents the first of a class of NCRs critical for
maintaining naïve T cell quiescence, directing
naïve T cell responses to antigen, and peri-
pheral T cell tolerance. In addition, VISTA
represents a specific NCR that can be targeted
by both agonists and antagonists to impart op-
posing outcomes on T cell fate.
These insights explain the impact of VISTA

loss on exacerbating T cell–directed immune
aggression in multiple mouse models such as
SLE, GVHD, and experimental autoimmune
encephalomyelitis. The gene signature of VISTA
loss was predictive in multiple human auto-
immune diseases (e.g., lupus and RA), sug-
gesting the therapeutic potential of VISTA
agonistic targeting. Our work also presents a
high-resolution profile of the earliest stages
of thymocyte and T cell differentiation and the
landscape of T cell responses under tolerizing
versus immunizing settings with antigen.
One of the important remaining questions

is the identity of the regulatory networks that
constitutively maintain the expression of VISTA
in naïve T cells and distinguish it from other
establishedNCRs. Previouswork demonstrated
that the TFs p53 and HIF1⍺ bind the VISTA
promoter and up-regulate VISTA expression
(14, 72). Analysis of ImmGen datasets ofmature
CD4+T cells shows a direct correlation between
VISTA and p53 (fig. S13A). Analysis of the
Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE)
database (73) for TF binding revealed multiple
potential TFs to the VISTA promoter. We
screened the TFs expressed in T cells out of
these putative regulators and found that Fos,
JunD, and NFkB all have binding sites in the
VISTA gene (fig. S13B and table S14). Because
VISTA expression is reduced on T cells respond-
ing to antigen under conditions of inflamma-
tion (Fig. 3), we examined the expression of
these potential regulators under tolerization
versus inflammatory (immunizing) conditions
using the same RNA-seq dataset used in Fig. 3.
Jund and Fos were significantly up-regulated
under inflammatory conditions, thereby show-
ing an inverse relationship with VISTA expres-
sion (fig. S13C). Indeed, this finding was
supported by analysis of independent datasets
in the ImmGen database (fig. S13, D and E).
This would imply that they are potential TF
repressors of VISTA expression.More extensive
studies will determine the regulatory networks
that distinguish inhibitory checkpoint expres-
sion and activity.

Materials and methods
Mice and cell lines

Eight- to 10-week-old C57BL/6 mice WT were
purchased from Charles River (Wilmington,
MA). B6N.129S5(B6)-Vsirtm1Lex/Mmucd (VISTA
KO) mice were obtained from the Mutant
Mouse Resource & Research Centers (www.
mmrrc.org; stock no. 031656-UCD) and were
fully backcrossed onto the C57BL/6 and BALB/c

backgrounds. VISTAfl/fl mice were bred and
screened of VISTAfl/fl mice as described pre-
viously (14). Conditional deletion of VISTA in
the CD4+ T cell compartment was achieved by
crossing VISTAfl/fl mice to hemizygous B6.Cg-Tg
(Cd4-cre)1Cwi/BfluJ mice (stock no. 022071).
Cre-positive mice were compared with Cre-
negative littermate controls. Deletion of VISTA
on CD4+ T cells and thymocytes was further
confirmed by flow cytometry. Rag1−/− (B6.
129S7-Rag1tm1Mom/J) gender-matched 6- to
8-week-oldmice were purchased from Charles
River. Inducible-deletion of VISTAwas achieved
by crossing CD4-Cre ERT2 (Jackson Labora-
tory) to VISTAfl/fl. HumanVISTAKImicewere
generated by GenOway (Lyon, France) by
knocking in a single copy of human VISTA
cDNA (GenBank accession no. NM_022153.2)
as an in-frame fusion with the 3′ end of the
murine signal peptide coding sequence located
in the exon 3. This approach resulted in the
deletion of part of the exon 3 coding sequence
and led to the disruption of the murine gene
(fig. S7A).Homologous recombinationwas done
in the C57BL/6-derived ES line.Mouse chimeras
were then bred with C57BL/6 Cre deleter mice
[Jackson, B6.C-Tg (CMV-cre)1Cgn/J] to excise
the neomycin selection cassette (Neo) and to
generate heterozygous mice carrying the Neo-
excised humanized KI allele. Subsequently,
mice were bred to generate homozygous hu-
man VISTA KI mice. hVISTA expression and
mVISTA deletion were validated by PCR and
flow cytometry using fluorophore-conjugated
anti-hVISTA [clone 803 (represented in Fig.
2 and fig. S7)] and anti-mVISTA (clone 13F3).
Rag2−/− OT-II were bred onto B6-Ly5.1/Cr
(B6.SJL-PtprcaPepcb/BoyCrCrl, Charles River)
for detection using congenic marker. Gender-
matched littermates were then used in the
adoptive transfer experiments. For specific
experiments, hVISTA KI homozygous mice
were interbred with Rag2−/− OT-II B6-Ly5.1.
Act-mOva mice were purchased from Jackson
Laboratory (C57BL/6-Tg(CAG-OVA)916Jen/J,
stock no. 005145) and were gender-matched
with the donor mice. KLF2-GFP mice were
developed, bred, and screened at theUniversity
ofMinnesota (Stephen Jameson lab) (17, 18). TEa
transgenic mice [B6.Cg-Tg(Tcra,Tcrb)3Ayr/J]
expressing GFP were bred and screened in-
house (74). CB6F1/J (C57BL/6×Balb/c) (100007),
NZBWF1/J (100008), B6.MRL-Faslpr (000482),
Bcl2l11tm1.1Ast Bim-deficient (004525) mice were
all purchased from Jackson Laboratory. K/BxN
transgenic mice were bred and screened in-
house. 2D2 TCR transgenic mice were pur-
chased from Jackson Laboratory and bred
onto VISTA−/−B6 background (13).Micewere
maintained under specific-pathogen–free con-
ditions in the Dartmouth Center for Compar-
ative Medicine and Research. The Animal Care
and Use Committee of Dartmouth College ap-
proved all animal experiments. For experiments
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involving thymocytes, gender- and age-matched
littermates from 3- to 4-week-old mice were
used. Both male and female mice were used
in independent experiments. A Jurkat cell line
expressing VISTA was generated using the
construct pEF1a-hVISTA-IRES-ZsGreen1. The
pEF1-IRES-ZsGreen1 construct was initially
purchased from TakaraBio (cat. 631976), and
hVISTA sequence was cloned. The Jurkat cell
line (ATCC, TIB-152, clone E6-1) was then
transfected with the construct using cell line
Nucleofector (Lonza, VCA-1003) following
the manufacturer’s protocol. A stable pool
was then generated, and hVISTA expression
on this cell line comparedwith control Jurkat
cells transfectedwith empty vector was assessed
using fluorophore-conjugated anti-VISTA
clone 803.

Antibodies
Antibodies for mouse and human VISTA were
generated as described previously (63, 75). Fe-
male C57BL/6 mice were immunized with hu-
man VISTA–Ig fusion protein emulsified in
complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA). They were
boosted 4 weeks later with protein in incom-
plete Freund’s adjuvant (IFA) and then 6weeks
later with A20 cells overexpressing VISTA–
red fluorescent protein. Finally, they were
boosted with VISTA-Ig fusion protein without
the adjuvant. Four days after the last boost,
spleens from immunized mice were provided
to APS Ltd. Hybridomas and antibodies were
generated by APS Ltd. Hybridoma clones that
produced VISTA-specific antibodies were se-
lected after limiting dilution and screened
by both ELISA and flow cytometry methods.

Anti-hVISTA clone 803 was humanized into
a full IgG2 human antibody by Aragen Bio-
sciences. To demonstrate specificity of the
clone anti-hVISTA 803, 106 peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were stained with
5 mg/ml of anti-hVISTA 803 in the presence of
10 mg of soluble VISTA-Ig. In addition, the
Jurkat cell line was stably transfected with
human VISTA, and staining was compared
with control vector–transfected Jurkat cells.
Primary immune cell subsets from human
peripheral blood and multiple mouse tissues
were stained with both hVISTA and mVISTA
antibody clones to demonstrate specificity (fig.
S7). Anti-hVISTA 803 is a chimeric human IgG2
antibody. Both antagonist anti-mVISTA clone
13F3 and agonist anti-mVISTA clone 8G8 are
hamster IgG clones, andmonoclonal hamster
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Fig. 4. VISTA targeting induces systemic tolerance
and T cell deletion, whereas VISTA deletion
imparts an autoimmune-associated gene signature.
(A) C57BL/6 bone marrow (BM) and splenocytes
(107 each) were transferred to lethally irradiated
BALB/c recipient mice and treated with antagonist
(clone 13F3, red) or agonist (clone 8G8, blue)
anti-mVISTA antibodies (200 mg per mouse) on
day 0 to induce acute GVHD. Survival was monitored for
the indicated time periods. (B) C57BL/6 BM and
hVISTA-expressing splenocytes (107 each) were
transferred to lethally irradiated BALB/c recipient mice,
and anti-hVISTA agonist (clone 803, blue) or IgG control
(200 mg per mouse) was administered on day 0 to
induce GVHD. Survival was monitored. In all survival
experiments, P values were calculated by log rank test.
Data from the GVHD models are representative of two
independent experiments with at least 10 mice per
group. (C) TEa CD4+ T cells (2 × 106 cells per mouse)
were transferred into 650-centigray-irradiated F1 hosts
(left) or age- and-gender matched C5/B6 hosts
(right) and intravenously treated with an anti-mVISTA
antibody (clone 8G8) or control IgG followed by analysis
of cell numbers on day 2 posttransfer. Data show the
mean numbers of recovered TEa T cells for each
treatment as percentages of CD4+ T cells. Data are
representative of four independent experiments with
five mice per group. Each bar refers to the mean value,
and each error bar refers to one SD; all P values were
calculated by Student’s t test. (D) GSEA pathway
enrichment plot indicating the GVHD gene set enriched
in VISTA−/− versus WT (top) and anti-hVISTA (clone
803)–treated versus control IgG–treated mice (bottom,
obtained from Fig. 2 data). NESs and P values are
shown for each gene set. P values were calculated by
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. (E) Receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves for predicting VISTA
mutation status in 2D2 transgenic CD4+ T cells using
VISTA-deficiency module score as the predictor.
VISTA-deficiency module defines the gene signature
resulting from loss of VISTA on the naïve T cell. The inset is a boxplot depicting the difference in the VISTA module scores for 2D2 transgenic CD4+ T cells in
VISTA−/− and WT mice. P values were calculated by Wilcoxon rank sum test. (F) Boxplots showing the difference in VISTA module scores between exhausted
versus activated CD4+ T cells (left) and CD4+ T cells from SLE patients and healthy individuals (right). P values were calculated by Wilcoxon rank sum test.
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IgG (BioXCell, Lebanon, NH) was used as
their control.

Adoptive cell transfer

For all experiments involving adoptive transfer,
naïve CD4+ T cells from donor age- and sex-
matched mice were purified using a naïve
CD4+ T cell isolation kit (Miltenyi). For ex-
periments involving Ly5.1 WT and CD4-Cre ×
VISTAfl/fl T cell transfers (Fig. 1 and fig. S5) of
naïve CD4+ T cells, the donor cells were mixed
at a 1:1 ratio (validated by flow cytometry) and
then a total of 1 × 106 cells were adoptively co-
transferred by intravenous tail vein injection
into recipient Rag1−/− hosts. Mice were then
injected with 5 mg of either hamster anti-CD3e
or hamster IgG control (BioXcell). Cells were
recovered on day 5 posttransfer, and ratios were
quantified by flow cytometry using congenic
markers. Inducible deletion of VISTA was
achieved by i.p. injection of tamoxifen, as
recommended by Jackson Laboratory (https://
www.jax.org/research-and-faculty/resources/
cre-repository/tamoxifen). Briefly, three injec-
tions of tamoxifen were required before full
deletion of VISTA on the CD4 T cell compart-
ment was observed by flow cytometry. Cells
were then isolated as described and adoptively
transferred. For experiments involving OT-II
and hVISTA OT-II adoptive transfers, single
group transfers (3 × 106 cells per mouse) of
congenically discordant CD45.1+ OT-II cells
into either Act-Ova or B6 were performed and
treated with either anti-VISTA (200 mg) or IgG
control followed by cell recovery and quanti-
fication 48 hours after transfer. TEa transgenic
CD4+ T cells (2 × 106) were transferred into
cGy 650 irradiated F1 hosts, and mice were
either treated with anti-mVISTA (8G8) or
hamster IgG control (200 mg/mouse) followed
by cell recovery 48 hours after transfer. For
TEa quantification in multiple tissues, cells
were transferred under the same conditions
and isolated from each of the aforementioned
tissues. Isolation from spleen and lymph nodes
followed the standard procedure (61, 76). Isola-
tion from liver and lung tissues required Percoll
density centrifugation, whereas isolating lym-
phocytes from small intestine followed the
described procedure (77). Isolation from bone
marrowwas performed as described (78). TEa
cell numbers were then quantified by flow
cytometry using GFP expression in addition
to Thy1.1 (clone OX-7) and CD4 staining.

Acute GVHD model

For themVISTA treatment experiments, 10-week-
old BALB/c recipients and C57BL/6 donor
mice were purchased from Charles River. Re-
cipient mice were subjected to total body
irradiation (TBI) emanating from a cesium-
137 source twice at 450 centigray (cGy) at D0
(9:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.) before transfer. Donor
mice were euthanized, and bone marrow was

harvested by flushing femur and tibia with
HBSS. Red blood cells were lysed using ACT
solution, and a single-cell suspension of spleno-
cytes and BM cells was prepared and counted.
Recipient mice received 10 million bone mar-
row cells and 10million spleen cells along with
200 ug of control IgG or anti-mVISTA agonist
clone 8G8 or antagonist clone 13F3. Cells and
antibodies were administered by tail vein in-
travenous injection. Mice were weighed regu-
larly tomonitor disease progression.Mice were
euthanized when they showed signs of mor-
bidity. For anti-hVISTA experiment, the same
procedure was applied with the exception that
hVISTA splenocytes and WT BM cells were in-
travenously injected and the mice were either
treated with anti-hVISTA 803 or IgG2 control.

Antigen tolerization and immunization

As described previously (58, 62), intravenous
injection of soluble 2w1s:I-Ab (EAWGALAN-
WAVDSA) antigen was used to induce antigen-
specific T cell tolerance, whereas injection of
antigen in the presence of LPS adjuvant was
used to provide an immunizing inflammatory
condition. To induce T cell tolerance, two
doses of 100 mg of 2w1s peptide (Genscript
Corp) were intravenously injected on days 0
and 3, followed by analysis on day 7. For MOG
antigen tolerization, MOG35-55 peptide (200 mg)
was intravenously injected on day 0, followed
by analysis on day 7. For immunization, mice
were intravenously injected on day 0with 2w1s
(100 mg) and LPS (5 mg), followed by analysis on
day 7. In the 2w1s peptide tolerization scRNA-
seq (Figs. 2 and 3), cells were analyzed 72 hours
post intravenous injection. Anti-VISTA or IgG
control treatments (200 mg per mouse) were
injected on day 0.

Tetramer enrichment

Staining with tetramer and enrichment for
antigen-specific endogenous T cell quantifica-
tion were performed as described previously
(61, 62, 76). Spleen and lymph nodes (inguinal,
axillary, brachial, cervical, mesenteric, and
periaortic) were harvested for each mouse. A
single-cell suspension was prepared in 200 ml
of Fc-block supplemented sorter buffer (Fc
block + 2% BSA, 0.05% sodium azide). PE-
conjugated 2w1s or MOG35-55 tetramers (MBL
international) was added at a concentration of
20 nM, and the cells were incubated for 1 hour
at RT, followed by washing with 15 ml of ice-
cold sorter buffer (PBS + 2%BSA, 0.1% sodium
azide). The tetramer-stained cells were then
resuspended in a volume of 200 ml of sorter
buffer, mixed with 50 ml of anti-PE antibody
conjugated magnetic microbeads (Miltenyi
Biotec), and incubated on ice for 20 min,
followed by two washes with 10 ml of sorter
buffer. The cells were then resuspended in
3 ml of sorter buffer and passed over a mag-
netized LS column (Miltenyi Biotech). The

columnwaswashed with 3ml of sorter buffer
three times and then removed from the mag-
netic field. The bound cells were eluted by
pushing 5 ml of sorter buffer through the
columnwith a plunger. The resulting enriched
fractions were resuspended in 0.1 ml of sorter
buffer; a small volume was removed for cell
counting, and the rest of the samplewas stained
with a cocktail of fluorochrome-labeled anti-
bodies specific for B220, CD19 CD11b, CD11c,
F4/80, CD3, CD8,NK1.1, CD4, andCD44.Quan-
tification of the number of 2w1s:I-Ab cells per
mouse followed the protocol described (76).

Flow cytometry and staining

Gentle manual dissociation of splenocytes and
lymph node cells to single-cell suspensions
was performed as described previously (61, 76).
For thymocyte staining for analysis and sort-
ing (fig. S3), thymi were collected in 5 ml of
HBSS supplemented with collagenase/DNase I
(Worthington) and homogenized gently then
incubated for 15 minutes (37°C, 5% CO2).
Cells were then washed and stained for flow
cytometric analysis or sorting. For all flow
cytometry experiments, T cells were stained
with a fixable live-dead stain (Invitrogen) in
PBS followed by surface antibody staining in
FACS buffer (PBS with 0.5% BSA and 0.1%
sodiumazide). For intracellular cytokine stain-
ing (fig. S9), cells were incubated for 4 hours at
37°C in RPMI-1640 medium plus 10% FBS in
the presence of 10 ng/ml PMA (Sigma-Aldrich),
1 µM ionomycin (EMDChemicals), and 10 µg/ml
brefeldin A (Sigma-Aldrich). Cells were then
stained for surface markers as described. In-
tracellular staining was preformed using the
eBioscience Cytofix/Cytoperm kit (Thermo-
fisher). Surface-stained cells were then stained
with anti–IL-2 (JESS-5H4) and anti–IFN-g
(XMG1.2). The anergic phenotype of 2w1s:I-
Ab CD4+ T cells and Foxp3+ Treg quantification
were performed as previously described (65).
Briefly, tetramer enrichment was performed
as described above followedby the same surface-
staining procedure for tetramer experiments
in addition to staining for CD73 (eBioTY/11.8),
FR4 (eBio12A5). Stained cells were then treated
with eBioscience Foxp3 fixation and permeabi-
lization buffer sets (Thermofisher) following
the manufacturer’s instructions and stained
for Foxp3 (FJK-16s). Anergic 2w1s:I-Ab CD4+

T cells were quantified as tet+ CD44hi Foxp3−

CD73hi FR4hi . Foxp3+ thymocytes were also
stained using the same kit in addition to
VISTA and CD4 surface staining. For naïve
T cell and thymocyte VISTA surface staining,
clone MIH-63 (Biolegend) was used. Samples
were collected on MACSQuant Analyzer 10
(Miltenyi Biotec) and analyzed using Flow-
Logic Software 7.2 (Miltenyi Biotec). For ex-
periments using OT-II CD4+ T cells (Fig. 2 and
figs. S6 and S7), the donor T cells were stained
withVb5 (MR9-4) andCD45.1 (A20) in addition
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to CD4 staining. Dead cells were calculated as
the percentage of total OT-II recovered using
viability dye (Near IR, Invitrogen). For analysis
of frequencies of different immune populations
after anti-VISTA treatment (figs. S6J and S7G),
the following antibody cloneswere used: CD11b
(M1/70), Ly6G (1A8), Ly6C (HK1.4), CD3 (17A2),
CD4 (RM4-5), CD8 (53-6.7), TCRb (H57-597),
F4/80 (BM8), CD19 (6D5), NK1.1 (PK136), CD11c
(N418), and Siglec H (551). Neutrophils were
identified as CD11b+ Ly6G+ Ly6C−, whereas
monocytes were identified as CD11b+ Ly6C+

Ly6G−. Macrophages were gated as CD11b+

F4/80+ cells. CD4+ and CD8+ T cells were
pregated on CD3+ TCRb+ live cells. For den-
dritic cells (DCs), spleens were digested and
processed as described previously (79) and a
lineage gating was added (CD19 CD3 Ly6G
NK1.1). Conventional DCs were defined as
Lineage−ve CD11c+ live cells, whereas plasma-
cytoid DCs (pDCs) were defined as Lineage−ve

CD11cint Siglec H+ live cells.

Flow sorting for single-cell sequencing and
total RNA-seq

For scRNA-seq experiments depicted in Fig. 1A
and scATAC-seq in Fig. 1D: Cells were stained
with CD4 (clone RM4-5), CD62L (MEL-14) and
CD44 (IM-7), and lineage/Dump (Lin) gate
(CD11b, CD11c, NK1.1, CD19, F4/80, CD8, B220)
for 20min on ice, washed, and then flow-sorted
using FACS-ARIA II (BD Biosciences) for CD4+

CD44lo (lowest 20% CD44−) CD62Lhi Lin− cells
into 96-well plates. This same procedure was
applied for fig. S5 except that cells were sorted
based on CD4+ CD44hi Lin−ve. For thymocyte
sorting in fig. S3, cells were stained with CD4,
CD8 (clone: 53-6.7), and lineage (CD11b, CD11c,
NK1.1, CD19, F4/80). For scRNA-seq of 2w1s:I-
Ab, cells were first stained and enriched with
tetramer, then flow sorted using the staining
panel (CD4, CD44, CD8, 2w1s-Tet) for CD4+

CD44hi Tet+ CD8− Lin− and lineage was de-
fined as (CD11c, B220, CD19, CD11b, F4/80,
NK1.1). For experiments depicted in fig. S3,
A to C, CD4+ CD44lo CD62Lhi fromKLF2-GFP
mice were sorted based on GFP reporter ex-
pression with KLF2hi defined by 20% highest
expression and the KLF2lo defined as 20%
lowest (positive) expression. For sorting of
VISTAhi versus VISTAlo, cells were stained
according to the same procedure, in addition
to VISTA (clone MIH-63). Purity was vali-
dated by using subsequent flow cytometry and
scRNA-seq analysis in which nonspecific cells
were excluded.

Single-cell RNA sequencing and normalization

Droplet-based 5′-end scRNA-seqwas performed
by the 10x Genomics platform, and libraries
were prepared by the Chromium Single Cell
5′ Reagent kit according to the manufacturer’s
protocol (10x Genomics, CA, USA). The Cell
Ranger Single-Cell Software Suite (10x Ge-

nomics) was used to perform barcode pro-
cessing and transcript counting after alignment
to the mm10 reference genome with default
parameters. The Seurat R package (80) was
applied to filter out low-quality cells, normalize
gene expression profiles, and cluster cells. Cells
expressing >10% mitochondrial gene counts
or expressing less than 500 genes were dis-
carded using the FilterCells function. Then,
the NormalizeData function was applied to
normalize and log transform the raw counts
for each cell on the basis of its library size.

Single-cell unsupervised clustering

The normalized expression matrices of naïve
CD4+ T cells, CD4+ CD44hi MP T cells, CD4+

thymocytes, and 2w1s:I-Ab specific CD4+ T cells
were processed by filtering the nonexpressed
genes separately. The unsupervised cluster-
ing was applied in each dataset as follows:
(i) Top variant genes with dispersion higher
than 0.5 and average expression higher than
0.15 were selected and used as the input for
principal components analysis (PCA) to reflect
the major biological variation in the data.
(ii) The top 15 PCs were chosen for t-SNE
dimension reduction by the RunTSNE func-
tion and unsupervised clustering. Specifically,
the FindClusters function was used to cluster
the cells. (iii) After the cell clusters were de-
termined, marker genes for each cluster were
identified by the FindAllMarkers functionwith
the default parameter. The biological annota-
tion of each cluster was further described by
the marker gene function reported in the lit-
erature and the pathways specifically associ-
atedwith the cluster (see “Pathway enrichment
analysis”) or the representation of the marker
gene expression in the ImmGendatabase,which
has a clear description of different CD4+ T sub-
sets (81).We examined the expression pattern
of Z-transformed average gene expression of
cluster marker genes in ImmGen CD4+ T cells.
The ImmGen CD4+ T cell lineage with highest
expression level of the clustermarker geneswas
chosen as the annotation for the CD4+T cell
cluster.

Identification of autoreactive T cells

Droplet-based 5′-end single-cell TCR sequenc-
ing (scTCR-seq) was performed by the 10x
Genomics platform, and libraries were pre-
pared by the Chromium Single Cell Immune
Profiling Solution kit according to the man-
ufacturer’s protocol (10x Genomics, CA, USA).
The Cell Ranger Single-Cell Software Suite
VDJ pipeline (10x Genomics) was used to
perform barcode processing and consensus
TCR annotation after alignment to the mm10
reference genomewith default parameters. The
annotated TCR sequences of naïve CD4+ T cells
and CD4+ CD44hi MP T cells from VISTA−/−

andWTmice and of CD4+ T cells from Fas lpr
and Bim-deficient mice were processed by fil-

tering out nonproductive TCRs. To identify
the autoreactive CD4+ T cells, the Vb CDR3
sequences in naïve CD4+ T cells were aligned
with the Vb CDR3 sequences in CD4+ CD44hi

MP T cells and CD4+ T cells from Fas lpr and
Bim-deficient mice. The pairwiseAlignment
function in the Biostring R package (44) with
parameter “type = local, gapOpening = 10,
gapExtension = 4” was used for sequence
matching.

Developmental trajectory inference

To determine the potential lineage differen-
tiation between VISTA−/− and WT, Monocle
(version 2) (82) algorithm was used with
scRNA thymus double-positive, single-positive,
and naïve CD4+ T cells raw counts matrix as
the input. The newCellDataset functionwas used
to build a CellDataSet object with the parameter
“expressionFamily = negbinomial.” Then, differ-
ential gene expression analysis was performed
using the differentialGeneTest function with the
parameter “fulModelFormulStr=~Cluster_assign,
reducedModelFomulaStr = ~batch.” Specifically,
“Cluster_assign” refers to the cluster identification
of the scRNA and batch refers to the batch
experiment number during which the scRNA
was sequenced.Moreover, the dimension reduc-
tionwas performedby the reduceDimension func-
tion with the parameter “max_components = 2,
reducedModelFormulaStr = ~ batch, method =
DDRTree.”Thedifferentiation trajectorywas then
inferred with the default setting of Monocle.

Pathway enrichment analysis

The differentially expressed genes between
different cell clusters or different VISTA per-
turbations (e.g. VISTA−/− or anti-VISTA treat-
ments) were ranked on the basis of the average
log-fold change. To annotate the pathways that
were involved in the differentially expressed
genes, pathway gene sets were downloaded
from the C2 category of the Molecular Sig-
natures Database (MSigDB v6.2) database
(83). Furthermore, gene sets with less than
10 effective genes (i.e., the number of genes
presented in a gene expression dataset) were
discarded. The preranked gene set enrichment
analysis (GSEA) softwarewas used to calculate
the enrichment of each pathway in the genes
that are most informative in each gene list.

2D2 CD4+ T cell isolation for total RNA-seq

Naïve CD4+ T cells were isolated from 4- to
8-week-old asymptomatic male and female 2D2
transgenic mice on the VISTA−/− or WT back-
ground (13) using the naïve CD4 T cell isola-
tion kit (Miltenyi Biotec). Cell purity (~96 to 98%)
and viability were assessed by flow cytometry.

Calculation of VISTA module score

Differential gene expression analysis was per-
formed for each gene between grouped CD4-
Cre VISTA−/− andWT naïve CD4+ T cells using
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Wilcoxon rank sum test. A P value of <0.05
was used as the threshold to determine the
statistical significance, and the log-fold change
was used to determine if the gene was up- or
down-regulated in the VISTA−/− naïve CD4+

T cells (table S13). The VISTA gene module
was defined as the combination of significantly
up- and down-regulated genes in VISTA−/−

naïve CD4+ T cells. In a given gene expression
dataset, the VISTA module score was first
calculated as the average gene expression
difference of up- and down-regulated genes
in the module and then Z-transformed into
normal distribution. A higher VISTA module
score indicated a higher chance of VISTA
deficiency in a given CD4+ T cell. Validation
of the VISTA module score was performed in
an independent 2D2 transgenic CD4+ T cells
RNA-seq dataset. Area under the ROC (AUC)
was used as a metric for evaluating the accu-
racy of the VISTA module score in capturing
VISTA deficiency. For each CD4+ T cell sam-
ple, a threshold was set beginning with the
lowest score; all samples with a score higher
the threshold were predicted to be VISTA−/−,
and all samples below the threshold were
predicted to be WT. The sensitivity and spe-
cificity were then calculated for each thresh-
old by comparing the predicted VISTA−/−with
the actual VISTA−/−.

RNA-seq alignment for KLF2hi versus KLF2lo,
VISTAhi versus VISTAlo naïve CD4+ T cells, and
2D2 VISTA−/− CD4+ T cells total RNA-seq

Sequencing was performed on a NextSeq 500
(Illumina) instrument to obtain an average
of raw 100-bp single end reads per sample.
Raw .bcl files were demultiplexed using the
Illumina bcl2fastq2 pipeline. The quality of
the fastq files was examined with the FastQC
software (www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.
uk/projects/fastqc). Raw fastq files were
trimmed using the software Trimmomatic by
setting the parameter “SLIDINGWINDOW:
4:15 LEADING: 3 TRAILING: 3 MINLEN: 36.”
The trimmed fastq files were than aligned to
the mouse mm10 reference genome and nor-
malized to obtain transcripts per kilobase mil-
lion (TPM) for each RNA-seq sample using the
software Salmonwith the parameter “-l A” (84).

Single-cell ATAC sequencing and normalization

CellRanger-atac v1.1 was used to generate fastq
files (mkfast) and to demultiplex, align to the
mousemm10 genome, and call peaks using the
“count” pipeline (http://software.10xgenomics.
com/single-cell/overview/welcome). Peak count
matrices were aggregated using the “aggr”
function and normalized to sequencing depth.
Cells with peak counts higher than 5000 were
kept for further analyses. To further examine
the quality of the scATAC-seq, The fragment
file, which records the full list of all unique
fragments across all cells, was used for quality

control. Specifically, the fraction of fragments
in total peaks was calculated by the number
of fragments that mapped to the peak region
divided by the total number fragments in
each cell. The blacklist fragments ratio was
calculated by the number of fragments that
mapped to the blacklist region versus the num-
ber of fragments that mapped to peak region
(85). As recommended by Stuart et al. (86), cells
having total number of fragments in peaks
higher than 1000 and fraction of peaks that
located in the peak higher than 15% and black-
list ratio lower than 2.5% were considered as
good cells. 99.36% of cells passed the quality
control.
The generated peak matrix was binarized,

and then we performed the term frequency–
inverse document frequency (“TF-IDF”) trans-
formation as suggested by Cusanovich et al.
(87). We first divided each peak in each cell by
the total number of accessibility of peaks in
the cell (the “term frequency”) and thenmulti-
plied these values by the inverse accessibility
of the peaks across cells (the “inverse docu-
ment frequency”).

Single-cell ATAC unsupervised clustering

Peaks having at least 100 reads across cells
were considered variable peaks for unsuper-
vised clustering. The TF-IDFmatrix was used
as input to conduct SVD to return LSI com-
ponents. These steps were performed in the
RunLSI function in Seurat. We retained 50
dimensions and created a new Seurat object.
The clusters were identified using Seurat’s
SNN graph clustering using the FindClusters
function and visualized using the RunUMAP
function (86). To identify cluster markers,
the binarized peak matrix was used as input
to create a CellDataSet object through the
newCellDataset function with the parameter
“expressionFamily = binomialff.” Then, the
differentialGeneTest function with the pa-
rameter “fulModelFormulStr = ~Cluster_
assign”was used to identify the marker peaks
for each cluster. “Cluster_assign” refers to the
cluster identification of the scATAC seq (87).
To further confirm the statistical significance
of marker peaks, the FindMarkers function
in Seurat was used to perform the likelihood
ratio test with the parameter “test.use =”LR”,
laten.vars=”peak_region_fragments.” The
marker peaks function was annotated on
the basis of its nearest gene function. The
biological annotation of each cluster was
further described by the markers peak asso-
ciated gene function reported in the literature
and the calculated gene activity associated
with the cluster (see “Gene activity calcula-
tion”). The Signac package was used for peak
profile visualization [(86); https://satijalab.org/
signac/]. Specifically, the CoveragePlot func-
tion grouped the peaks in each cluster and
normalized the peaks by sequencing depth

and number of cells in each cluster for
visualization.

Gene activity calculation

The Cicero package was used to calculate gene
activity scores (GA scores) as previously de-
scribed (88). The binary filtered peak counts
matrix was used to build a CellDataSet ob-
ject with the parameter “expressionFamily =
binominalff().” Then a cicero_cds object was
made using the functionmake_cicero_cdswith
the parameter “reduced_coordinates =UMAP_
coords.” Specifically, the UMAP_coords was
generated by previous dimension reduction
step. The run_cicero function was used to
calculate the coaccessed peak-to-peak links
across all cells with default parameters in the
mousemm10 genome. The build_gene_activity_
matrix and normalize_gene_activities were
used to calculate and normalize the gene ac-
tivity scores for each cell. For visualization
convenience, the GA score was transformed
into log10(GA score*1000 + 1).

Identification of VISTA expression regulators

All ENCODE transcription factor ChIP-seq
bigWig files were accessed and downloaded from
the ENCODE official website (https://www.
encodeproject.org) (89). With a threshold of
P value 0.05, the TIP probabilistic method (90)
was used to determine the potential transcrip-
tion factors that bind VISTA in each cell line.

ELISA for anti-mVISTA isotype determination

Anti-VISTA antibodies were diluted in PBS and
coated overnight on an ELISA plate (RND).
The blocking step was performed using PBS
(1% BSA). This was followed by incubation
with anti-hamster clones IgG1, IgG2, IgG2/3,
and IgG2/3/4 (BD Biosciences). Anti-mouse
IgG1-HRP followed by TMB substrate solu-
tion was used for detection.

Assessment of anti-VISTA agonist
suppressive properties
NZBW/F1 lupus

Twenty-four–week-old NZB/W F1 mice were
treated three times a week with either anti-
mVISTA 8G8 or control IgG (200 mg). Protein-
uria levels (mg/dl) were recordedweekly using
Chemstrip test trips (Roche Diagnostics).

ConA acute hepatitis

ConA (Sigma-Aldrich)was dissolved in PBS and
administered in a total volume of (15 mg/kg)
300 ml by intravenous tail vein injection. Mice
received anti-VISTA8G8or control IgG (200 mg)
through intraperitoneal injections 3 hours be-
fore Con A injection. Mice were monitored
for survival.

K/BxN arthritis

Micewere injectedwith 100 ml of K/BxN serum
on days 0 and 2. Anti-VISTA 8G8 or control
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IgG (200 mg) were given every 3 days starting
day 0. Clinical scoring was done as previously
described (91).

Imiquimod induced psoriasis

Fifty mg of 3.5% IMQ cream was prepared by
diluting the 5% IMQ cream (Taro Pharma-
ceuticals, New York, NY) using the vehicle
cream (Vanicream; Pharmaceutical Special-
ties, Cleveland, GA). Imiquimod was applied
to the ear of mice daily. At day 14, anti-mVISTA
8G8 or control IgG (200 mg) were administered
intraperitoneally every other day. Ear thick-
ness was measured by using an Ozaki caliper
(model G-A1-0.4N) (Neill-Lavielle Supply,
Louisville, KY).

Impact of anti-VISTA on uptake of
apoptotic cells

The procedure followed the following refer-
ences (92, 93). Thymocytes (single-cell suspen-
sion of 107 cells/ml)were isolated fromC57BL/6
WT mice and exposed to dexamethasone un-
der cell culture conditions (0.1 mM) in com-
plete DMEM for 24 hours to induce apoptosis.
This procedure allowed for ~100% apoptosis,
which was assessed by annexin V/Propidium
idodide (PI) staining followed by flow cyto-
metric analysis. After apoptosis induction,
thymocytes were washed twice, then resus-
pended in pH rodo dye (final concentration
of 20 ng/ml) and incubated for 30 min at RT.
This is a pH-sensitive dye that emits red dye
only in lower pH, such as that located in a
phagosome (pH ~5), so it was used to distin-
guish engulfed thymocytes from unengulfed
controls. Thymocytes (1 × 106 cells) were in-
cubated with thioglycolate-elicited peritoneal
macrophages (2 × 105 cells) for 90 min in the
presence of anti-VISTA (8G8) or control IgG
(10 mg/ml). Phagocytosis was determined using
flow cytometry by measuring the positive
pHrodo-containing (CD11b+ F4/80+) macro-
phages. VISTA−/− peritoneal macrophages
were used as control on the basis of previous
work (14).
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peripheral tolerance.
represents a distinctive immunoregulatory molecule that controls naïve T cell function by maintaining quiescence and 
graft-versus-host disease and promoted the death of naïve T cells abnormally activated by self-antigen. VISTA thus
Rudensky). Therapeutic targeting of VISTA using an agonistic antibody in mice curbed the development of 

 T cell compartment to one that is more uniformly quiescent and silent (see the Perspective by Brown and+naïve CD4
suppressor of T cell activation) restricts early stages of T cell activation by shaping the inherent heterogeneity of the 

 report that the checkpoint regulator VISTA (V-type immunoglobulin domain-containinget al.autoimmunity. ElTanbouly 
tissue. Negative checkpoint regulators normally limit T cell responses to help safeguard against conditions such as 

T cell quiescence and tolerance restrain the immune system from becoming overactive and attacking healthy
A VISTA on naïve T cell fate
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